Long Life Prayer for
Lama Tsultrim

ཐོ་སྟེ།
OM SWASTI:

Machig Labkyi Drönma'i yeshe kü:
Nurtured by the wisdom body of Machig Labdrön,

Je zung ka ter chöd yül dzö dzin ma:
Holder of the treasury of Chöd from the canon and treasures,

Jetsün Lama Tsültrim Chödrön chog:
Supremely Noble Lama Tsültrim Chödrön (Dharma Torch of Discipline),

Ku tse tagten dze trin gye gyur chig:
May your life remain firm and your awakened activities spread and flourish!

This was prayed fervently by the sixth Gochen Tulku (Tulku Sang-ngag Rinpoche), a mere name holder of the incarnation of Orgyen Drime Lingpa. May it be accomplished like I have aspired!